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        LIVA STUDIO

        
        	
                Fashion trends are brewing here, and we want to let you get a whiff of it! Welcome to the LIVA Studio, where you get an exclusive preview of the latest collections, discover the inspiration behind it, and meet the designers who work on it.
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                    WHAT WILL YOU GET ON SIGNING UP?

                    LIVA Studio will reveal fresh moodboards that depict the trends of the season, and how they interpret it with the LIVA fabric. As a member, you will get to witness the latest trends, watch interviews with LIVA designers that reveal the stories behind the fabric, what inspired the collection, seasonal colour trends across the globe, and what's going to rule the ramps!

                

            

        

    

    
    
    	
            
            	
                	
                    Presenting Kangana for Liva

                    Watch our Brand Ambassador, Kangana Ranaut, sizzle the ramp as she unveils the new era of Fluid Fashion.

                    
                    	
                        
                    


                

                
                	WHAT OUR DESIGNERS HAVE TO SAY:
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                             -- James Ferreira -- 

                            "LIVA is comfortable and not synthetic. I would propagate anything that is not synthetic."
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                             -- Puja Nayyar -- 

                            "Liva is the most romantic fabric in the world."
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                             -- Soham Dave -- 

                            "When I saw LIVA for the first time, I just loved it's fluidity."
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                             -- Wendell Rodricks -- 

                            "I loved the various quality of transparency and opaqueness that LIVA has to offer."

                        

                                             
      
                    
          
                

            

        

    

    
    
    	
            
            	
                                        
                    Interested in receiving updates & discovering the latest LIVA trends? 
 Sign up for LIVA Studio
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